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The success of surgical resection in epilepsy patients depends on preserving 16 functionally critical brain regions, while removing pathological tissues. Being the gold 17 standard, electro-cortical stimulation mapping (ESM) helps surgeons in localizing the 18 function of eloquent cortex through electrical stimulation of electrodes placed directly 19 on the cortical brain surface. Due to the potential hazards of ESM, including increased 20 risk of provoked seizures, electrocorticography based functional mapping (ECOG-FM) 21 was introduced as a safer alternative approach. However, ECoG-FM has a low success 22
rate when compared to the ESM. In this study, we address this critical limitation by 23 developing a new algorithm based on deep learning for ECoG-FM and thereby we 24 achieve an accuracy comparable to ESM in identifying eloquent language cortex. In 25 our experiments, with 11 epilepsy patients who underwent presurgical evaluation 26 (through deep learning-based signal analysis on 637 electrodes), our proposed 27 algorithm made an exceptional 23% improvement with respect to the conventional 28
ECoG-FM analysis (~60%). We obtained the state-of-the-art accuracy of 83.05% in 29 identifying language regions, which has never been achieved before. Our findings have 30 demonstrated, for the first time, that deep learning powered ECoG-FM can serve as a 31 stand-alone modality and avoid likely hazards of the ESM in epilepsy surgery. Hence, 32 reducing the potential for developing post-surgical morbidity in the language function. 33 34 Word Counts: 5999. Abstract -211 39
Introduction 40
Epilepsy is a chronic neurological disorder characterized by recurrent, 41 unpredictable seizures with over 65 million reported cases around the world (1). functional mapping results in real time in the operating room. Therefore, the search for 85 a stand-alone methodology for functional eloquent cortex localization has been 86 continuing and resulted in attempts to use electrocorticography (ECoG) as a viable 87 alternative. ECoG is the invasive version of electroencephalography (EEG) and 88 sometimes also referred to as intracranial encephalography, demonstrating excellent 89 temporal resolution like EEG. Importantly, ECoG equipment is portable and can be 90 utilized both at the patients' bed-side and intra-operatively. Unlike EEG, it overcomes 91 the problem of poor spatial resolution, since the activity of interest is recorded directly 92 from the cortical brain surface. It also avoids the problem of electrical signal attenuation 93 in EEG caused by the signal propagation through tissues surrounding the brain. To 94 record ECoG signals, a craniotomy (removal of the skull section: bone flap) is 95 performed and the dura is opened to access the brain tissue. The arrays of grid of 96 electrodes (Figure 1a, left) are then placed on the exposed cerebral cortex. Following 97 this, ECoG-based functional mapping (ECoG-FM) is performed, while task-based 98 responses from grid electrodes are recorded. Since there is no external electrical 99 stimulation during this process, ECoG-FM is considered as a safer alternative to ESM. 100
When performed in real time (9), ECoG-FM procedure can be referred to as real-time 101 functional mapping (RTFM) (10-13). Figure 1a demonstrates the general setup for 102
ECoG-FM recordings. 103 104
1.1 Related works and existing critical challenges 105
ECoG-based approaches have been used successfully for motor cortex localization 106 (10,11,14-16). In comparison, the localization of functional language cortex appears 107 far more complex and challenging (17 Despite their potential, the current ECoG-FM approaches are not found capable 126 enough to be used as a stand-alone methodology for accurate language mapping. To 127 address these challenges and provide ECoG-FM more independence in eloquent 128 language cortex localization, we fill in the following currently existing methodological 129 gaps: 130 131
i Available approaches compare a channel's signal with its resting-state (baseline)  132  recording and do not compare the channels' characteristics to other recorded  133 channels. 134
ii The signal characteristics in the frequency range beyond high-γ band have not 135
been explored yet to the best of our knowledge. 136 iii There has been limited work on validation of ECoG-FM for language cortex 137 localization; hence, there are more evidences needed for utilization of ECoG-FM 138 in the clinics. In our previous works (23,24), we showed the feasibility of utilizing conventional 151 machine learning methods for channel response classification by using the whole 152 signal spectrum (not limited to α, β & high γ) and without using the baseline recording. 153
This was one of the first machine learning based approaches in this field with strong 154 results and demonstrated the potential of ECoG-FM signal to be analyzed more 155 accurately compared to conventional signal processing based descriptive methods. 156 157
1.2 Summary of our contributions 158 We propose an innovative deep learning algorithm for accurately classifying the 159 channel response of eloquent cortex, alleviating the current challenges of ECoG-FM. 160 We also show the effectiveness of using deep learning methods in problems with 161 limited number of patients but sufficient samples to achieve desired performance. Our 162 main contributions are as follows, 163 1. We have used the complete ECoG signal frequency spectrum for the first time 164
to the best of our knowledge to identify signal characteristics for mapping 165 language cortex. 166 2. Our innovative deep learning models achieve state-of-the-art performance in 167 language cortex mapping using ECoG-FM. We have achieved 82% sensitivity 168 in classifying both positive and negative response channels. 169
3. We have shown that deep learning models can be successfully used in studies 170 even with a limited number of subjects and low dimensional (1D) data. An overview of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 1b . We pre-processed 181
the ECoG signals using temporal filtering such that the selected samples were 182 synchronized with the start and end points of the task resulting in equal length blocks. 183 We then divided the equal length ECoG signal blocks into overlapping sub-blocks of 184 data. Our aim was to learn discriminative signal patterns and eventually reduced the 185 computational load (Step 1). We learned different sets of signal features independently: 186 frequency domain (i.e. auto-regression) and time domain (deep learning-based 187 features) in Step 2 and Step 3, respectively. After we combined the learned features, 188
we trained a recurrent neural network (RNN), a class of deep learning algorithm suited 189
for analyzing sequential data, to classify sub-blocks of signals (Step 4). Finally, we 190
used the majority voting technique to combine these sub-block labels and determine 191 an overall (PRC or NRC) channel label (Step 5). In the following sub-sections, we will 192 describe each module of our proposed system in detail. 193 194
Dataset 195
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at AdventHealth 196
Orlando, Orlando, USA. We recruited eleven patients with drug-resistant epilepsy, who 197 underwent pre-surgical evaluation with ECoG grid implantation. All patients provided 198 their written informed consent to participate in this study. The patients were teenagers 199 and adults with an average age of 23.18 ± 11.61 years (See Supplementary Table 1  200 for summary of the patient demographics). 201
Pre-processing ECoG Signal (Step 1) 202
As a first step of preparing the recorded data for deep learning-based analysis, non-203 task/control time points in the signal were eliminated using temporal filtering. Hence, 204
the spontaneous activity recordings before the start and trailing signals at the end of 205 the experiment were discarded from the blocks. These synchronized and uniform 206 length blocks were fed to the deep networks for functional channel classification (See 207
Supplementary for more details about this step). 208
Time Domain RNN (Step 2) 209
Our goal was to find discriminative signal patterns from ECoG signals, which are 210 time varying and non-stationary 1D sequences. They are non-stationary because task 211
based ECoG recordings can have signal statistics which depend on the time relative to 212 the events. Inspired by the effectiveness of recurrent neural networks in sequence 213 classification tasks in different domains (25-27), we have developed RNN based deep 214 neural network algorithms to extract discriminative features from time-domain ECoG 215
data. We hypothesized that limitations of the conventional spectral (frequency-based) 216
or time-based signal analysis methods can be overcome with RNN based methods. In 217
RNNs outputs from previous time steps are taken as input for the current time step, 218 thereby forming a directed cyclic graph. RNNs thus learn the relationships in sequential 219
data thereby retaining higher contextual information. 220 221
The ECoG signal consists of over a thousand samples every second; to learn signal 222 characteristics from such a noisy data, we first used popular EEG features (28-30). A 223 sliding window approach was applied to extract features, which were then 224 concatenated into a single feature vector to represent the control and active-task blocks 225 in the signal. The extracted features included mean, skew, kurtosis, peak to peak value, 226
and Hjorth values (details in supplementary). 227 228
The time domain features were fed to the learning module illustrated in Figure 2 . 229 The complete ECoG signal contained both control and active task signals, thus; the 230 sub-blocks of control signals were ignored and the input to this time domain module 231 was sub-blocks of active task signals. Recently, 1D convolutional networks have been 232
shown to perform well in time series forecasting and classification tasks (31,32). We 233 designed the module to have two paths comprising of 1D convolutional layers and long-234 short term memory blocks. LSTM, introduced in 1997 (33), is a type of RNN that has 235 the ability to learn long-term dependencies of data. In literature, LSTM and its variants 236 have primarily been used in 1D sequence classification tasks (34,35) and prediction 237 tasks (36,37). In our experiments, we used multiple LSTM layers in different exploratory 238 configurations to learn a more complex feature representation of the input signal. 239 240
Frequency Domain Features (Step 3) 241
One of the objectives of our study was to analyze multi-domain (time and frequency 242 independently) and hybrid-domain (time and frequency combined) signal 243
characteristics. This kind of thorough comparison has never done before to the best of 244 our knowledge for ECoG-FM. In this step (
Step 3), we focused on the spectral 245 characterization of signals. Figure 3) . Although the merging of the two feature vectors can be done in multiple 273
ways, we used a concatenation approach to get full benefit of each domain (time vs. 
278
In concatenation, we assumed independence of features; hence, we did not use 279 element-wise multiplication or other approaches for data merging. Since convolution 280 helps identify local patterns and reduce redundant information in the data, the complete 281 feature vector (after concatenation) was then passed through multiple layers of 1D 282 convolutions with an activation function, to weight each feature based on its 283 contribution to the classification problem (PRC vs NRC). Following the 1D convolution 284 layers, the output feature maps were spatially averaged using Global Average Pooling 285 (38), making the DFN more robust to spatial translations of the input data and 286
introducing structural regularization to the feature maps. Finally, we inserted a single 287 fully connected layer into the DFN and used a sigmoid activation to perform the final 288 classification. 289
Majority Voting (Step 5) 290
The output of the domain fusion model was a label for the input signal, which was 291 a sub-block. Signal from each channel/electrode was made up of hundreds of sub-292 blocks of the signals with reasonable overlapping. Therefore, for classifying a channel 293
as either PRC or NRC, we hypothesize that the output that is observed more commonly 294
is assigned as the final label. For this purpose, we apply majority voting on the output 295 for each sub-block. For instance, if a channel included 354 sub-blocks and more than 296 50% of sub-blocks indicated a positive response, that channel was labelled as a PRC. 297
As a rule, whenever the number of negative and positive responses are equal, the 298 channel will not be assigned any label. Although, we did not observe any such channel 299
in our experiments. 300
Experiments and Results 301

Task Paradigm 302
ECoG signals from the implanted subdural grids are split into two streams: one for 303 continuous clinical seizure monitoring and the other for ECoG-FM (Figure 1a) . The tool 304 used to record the incoming ECoG signal was BCI2000(9). A baseline recording of the 305 cortical activity was first acquired to capture the "resting-state" neuronal activity. 306
Following this baseline recording step, paradigms similar to those employed in ESM or 307 functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) were used to record the task-related 308
ECoG signal for functional mapping (39). Figure 4 shows one such paradigm, 309
mimicking the exact details of the experimental setup we have used for the language 310 comprehension task. Alternate 30 second blocks of ECoG data during "control" and 311
"active" conditions were recorded continuously at a fixed sampling rate of 1200 Hz. 312 313
For the language comprehension task, the active condition implies listening to a 314 story, while the control task involves listening to broadband noise (40). For the active 315 condition (i.e., listening to a story), a different story was selected for each block in order 316
to keep the patient attentive and responsive. Both control and active sequences would 317 activate sense of hearing, but the story listening task will particularly activate the 318 language function. We hypothesize that this would suffice in eliciting the desired 319 response for mapping eloquent cortex related to language function and our results have 320 verified this hypothesis. For this purpose, the system recorded information from 128 321
ECoG channels (128 electrodes in 
Training Paradigms 330
Our overall goal was to successfully (and automatically) identify positive response 331 channels (PRCs) and negative response channels (NRCs) in ECoG-FM data using 332 new machine learning models, specifically based on deep neural networks. The ground 333 truth (i.e., reference standard) was inferred from the gold standard ESM results. Owing 334
to the large imbalance in the number of PRCs and NRCs (NRCs outnumbering PRCs 335 by 3:1), we randomly selected equal number of NRCs to balance the data and avoid 336 potential data imbalance problem when training deep learning models. 337 338
Each channel's signal comprised of blocks of active task data and control data, 339
where each active task block was from a different story. The discriminative power of 340 these stories in the classification task was unknown. There is a possibility that features 341 from one story could play a more significant role than others. Additionally, the 342 discriminative power of any particular feature is unknown. To ascertain the role of 343 these, we divided our experimental evaluation approaches into three main categories 344 for data classification. Each approach depended upon the way active task data was 345 included, and the features used in the training process. This structured experimental 346 procedure helped us in determining the usefulness of each component of the signal 347 and provided insights into the response of brain regions (through channel responses) 348
to different signals. We performed experiments with different features and 349 architectures. 350 351
Our Proposed Deep Network Architectures 352
In task-based experiments, a response is generally expected only during the active 353 task period and not in the control or rest period. We used fully convolutional network 354 (FCN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) architectures in the time domain module, 355 since these have shown success in various time-series classification problems (41,42). 356 We built our network by first analyzing the effect of using time domain features during 357 the active task (represented as Active Time-AT). We tested our proposed time domain 358 module by varying the network. We used an FCN (represented as AT 1 ) and then added 359 LSTM module to the network (represented as AT 2 ). For frequency domain analysis, we 360 added the auto regressive (AR) features to the frequency domain module by passing 361 it through a fully connected layer (represented as AT−AR 1 ). Figure 5a shows the 362 architectures (the superscripts indicate the variation within an architecture) including 363 AT 1 , AT 2 and AT-AR 1 . In the domain fusion module, we tested different combinations 364 of 1D convolutions (represented as AT-AR 2 ) and fully connected layers (represented 365 as AT-AR 3 ). We also varied the depth of the frequency domain module by adding an 366 additional fully connected layer in the network (represented as AT-AR 4 ). The network 367 structures including AT-AR 2 , AT-AR 3 , and AT-AR 4 are shown in Figure 5b . We 368 empirically determined the number of epochs required to train the network such that to 369 avoid overfitting. Our experimental paradigms used time and frequency domain 370 features individually and also in a hybrid manner (combined). We also analyzed the 371 effect of active and control task data. 372
Model Validation 373
In supervised machine learning approaches, where a model is trained using ground-374 truth labels, the goal is to maximize predictive accuracy. However, therein lies the risk of 375 memorizing the data rather than learning the optimal features. This problem of 376 memorizing the data or learning the structure of the data to be the noise in the data is 377 often referred to as overfitting (43). It is important for a classification model to be able 378 to generalize to unseen data and avoid the problem of overfitting. 
Training on individual features on active task data (Training Paradigm-I) 408
In this approach, we assumed that the channel response was similar for different 409 stimuli (story) used in this study. Our experimental paradigm consisted of 5 different 410 stories and thus, in this approach, no distinction was made with regards to the story. 411 All of the active task data (i.e., five different story tasks) from a channel were used 412 together for training the network. Among the time domain features (See Section: 413
Methods), we found using random forest method that activity feature gave the best 414 results. Therefore, all our proposed deep learning architecture (Figure 5) were first 415 tested using the activity feature ( Table 1 ). The addition of LSTM improved the 416 performance of the time domain module. This was further improved by the addition of 417 the frequency domain features using the domain fusion module. We found that 418 increasing the depth of the frequency domain module did not have any obvious benefit 419 in classification performance. 420 421 422 
425
We also tested our hypothesis that the story listening task (active task) was more 426 discriminative in identifying the eloquent cortex. To compare information present in the 427 active and control task data, we replicated our best performing models (AT−AR 2 and 428 AT-AR 3 ) and fed it with control task data (represented as -CT−AR 2 and CT-AR 3 , where 429 CT represents control time). We observed that sensitivity of the control data model was 430
lower than that of active data model, indicating a lower discriminative power (Table 1)  431 and confirmed our hypothesis. To identify the best features for the channel 432 classification task, we fed the best performing model (AT−AR 3 ), with different hand-433 b ) a ) crafted features and performed cross-validation. The performance with different 434
features was found to be similar ( Table 2) . The mobility feature showed the best 435 performance with high sensitivity and accuracy compared to the other features. 436 437 
Training with multiple features on active task datafeature fusion (Training 444
Paradigm-II) 445 We hypothesized in this experiment that different features can provide 446 complementary information and can be combined to enhance the model performance. 447
The top performing features from individual feature training (Table 2) mobility, skew, 448 mean, peak-to-peak (P2P), were used to test the hypothesis. The other three features 449
were not used on the basis that they had a marginally lower specificity. Different 450
approaches to feature fusion were tested in the form of early fusion and late fusion. In 451 the early fusion approach, different features were used as input channels to the best 452 performing network architecture (AT-AR 3 ). In late fusion, we tested two different 453 approaches: first, separate time domain models were retrained for each hand-crafted 454 feature, and a single frequency domain module was trained. The domain fusion module 455 was used to combine these time and frequency domain modules (represented as AT-456 AR 3 -LF 1 ). Secondly, we experimented by combining the frequency domain module 457
prior to the feature fusion layer (represented as AT-AR 3 -LF 2 ). The performance of these 458 models is presented in Table 3 . 459
Training with individual features on individual stories/active task data 460
(Training Paradigm-III) 461
In previous experiments so far, we assumed that the channel responds in a similar 462 manner to different stimuli (stories). However, it is plausible that the channel may 463 respond differently to different stimuli. In this training approach, we now assumed that 464 the channel responds differently to different stimuli (stories). The task paradigm 465 consisted of 5 different stories corresponding to 5 different task blocks. We 466 hypothesized that PRCs respond differently to the NRCs for each of these stories. We 467 separated the signals based on the story and train the network in a similar manner as 468 in section 3.6. Each story was trained with its own time domain and frequency domain 469 modules using the AT-AR 3 network. These different networks were then combined and 470 fed through a fully connected layer. Deep networks with different features as inputs 471
were trained and the performance is compared in Table 4 , where the features column 472
shows the particular value (mobility, mean, and activity) computed for each story. 473 474 outcome of our research has indicated the potential of ECoG-FM, to be considered as 506 a stand-alone modality for eloquent language cortex localization. 507 508
It is possible that some features of the ECoG signal, reflecting the complex nature 509 of language processing, were omitted from consideration when restricting the language 510
ECoG-FM analysis to the gamma frequency band only. Expanding analysis to the 511 whole spectrum of frequencies in our study, therefore, has exceeded the results gained 512 from prior analysis approaches. It contributed to the improved classification accuracy 513 and confirmed the results of previous studies, pointing towards the complex nature of 514 language processing that needs to be considered during the analysis of 515 neurophysiological data. The results of our current study would have a wide-ranging 516 applicability in clinical practice. In particular, our proposed approach can be utilized to 517 prevent functional morbidity post-surgery in patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy. 518
In addition, this can also be used to increase the accuracy of the eloquent cortex 519 mapping in patients undergoing resection of brain tumours(48) and arteriovenous 520 malformations (49). 521 522
Deep learning-based ECoG-FM approaches can also be successfully applied in 523 various fields of adaptive neuro-technologies (e.g., neuromodulation), where ECoG-524 based mapping is performed to determine the best area for responsive stimulation. For 525 example, for defining the neural correlates of tics, the involuntary movements and/or 526 sounds, to be used for responsive stimulation in patients with Tourette's syndrome 527
(50,51) and for bidirectional neurostimulation via fully implantable neural interfaces in 528
Parkinson's disease (52). The applicability of our proposed approach extends as well 529 towards the fields of developmental disorders (e.g., autism) (53,54), psychiatry (e.g., 530
major depression (55) and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) (56), addiction (57), 531 eating disorders and obesity (58,59), where neurostimulation can be potentially utilized 532
to provide treatment and improve patients' quality of life. 533
Why Deep Learning in Studies with Limited Subjects 534
It is traditionally argued that deep learning models are data intensive and only fit to 535 problems where adequate training data is available. The inherently low dimensional 536 nature of physiological data (such as ECoG and EEG) both in terms of samples and 537 subjects has historically restricted this field from taking advantage of the recent 538 advances in machine learning (led by novel deep learning architectures). This trend is 539
arguable for multiple reasons. The number of subjects (which in most of these studies 540 is low) is not a good parameter to decide whether we can use deep learning-based 541 methods. Our results clearly support this argument, where the number of subjects (11 542
for training the models) could seem small. But the overall data (from 128 electrodes at 543 1200 samples per second) having millions of samples was highly sufficient to efficiently 544 train our deep learning models. Our classification accuracy (83.05%) and sensitivity 545 (85.8%) bodes well for selecting deep learning methods in our proposed models. This 546 trend can also be seen in other recent studies 52-55 and we are observing a paradigm 547 shift in classification tasks using 1D physiological data. At the same time, deep learning 548 models are developed that can work with small data. In particular, Bayesian deep 549 learning models are shown to have good performance even when the labelled training 550 data is scarce 55 . We conclude that even with limited subjects, the data could be 551 sufficient for successfully using deep learning methods in 1D data classification tasks 552 such as ECoG-FM. 553
Limitations and future perspectives 554
Despite the state-of-the-art results in ECoG-FM predictions, there are some 555 limitations of our work to be noted. First, our experimental paradigm (Figure 4) involves 556
five different stories being played to the subject. The responses to these stories, have 557 some inherent similarities, but overall are different. Therefore, training the deep 558 learning model with a single label for the whole channel could add noise to the model. 559
Though we have tested the effect of training the network, while treating each story 560
individually, this reduces the overall data available to train the model. We believe that 561 these results can be improved by including additional data and then training the system 562 individually for each story in the paradigm. Second, the subjects used in this initial 563 validation study were a mix of teenagers and adults. Smith 56 found that the effect of 564 epilepsy and seizures on children and adults was different i.e., the rules learned about 565 the behavior of the brain in adults is different for children. Hence, a more 566
comprehensive study with focus on children/teenagers is needed. This is one of our 567 future aims to test the proposed machine learning based approach in different patient 568 populations; however, patient recruitment is difficult due to the involvement of surgery, 569
and disease prevalence. 570 571
Finally, in the proposed approach, due to the exploratory and research nature of 572 our study, the classification was not performed in real-time. We have used 573 retrospective data for validating the innovations and are currently working on the real-574 time clinical implementation of the algorithm. We intend to extend this study for 575 mapping functional language cortex in prospective subjects. We believe that 576
implementing such a reliable technology will increase current presurgical and intra-577 operative functional mapping accuracy, expand surgical treatment opportunities, 578 prevent post-surgical language morbidity, and improve patient outcomes. 579 580
